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nswer all queslrons.

1. Define the term "Algorithm".

2. What is the purpose o{ a ffowchart in programmlng ?

3. Name any three C tokens.

4" Explain the importance of the "if-else" statement in decision-making.

5. What is the significance of the "break" statement in loops ?

6. Define lhe term "data type" in the context of C programming.

PART * B

{Short Essay)

Answer any 6 questions (6x2=121

7. Briefly explain the steps involved in ihe program development cycle.

8. Differentiate between source code, objeci code and an executable file.

9. How is type conversion handled in C expressions ? Provide an example.

10. Discuss the role af the "switch" statement in C with an example.
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1 1' write a c code snippet to decfare an array of integers and initlalize it with values
.t1, 2,3, 4, 5).

12. Explain the ccncept of "nested rcops,,with a practlca! exampr*.
13' Discuss the significance of the ,,do-whire,,roop 

in c programming.
14' What are the speciaf operators in c and how are they used in programming ?

PART _ C
{Fssay}

Answer any 4 questions.

15' Deverop an argorithm to find the sum of etements

t4x3=12

rn a one-dimensional array.

rscuss ihe rore of bitwise cperators in c with suitabre exampres.
"f 8' Describe the steps involved in reading a character from the keyboard in c.
19' Develop a flowchart for a program that caiculates the factorial of a given nurr'er.
20., Differentiate between ,,while,, 

and ,,for,, foops in c with exampres.

PART _ D
{Long Essay}

Answer any Zquestions.

21' write a c program to check whether a given number is prime or not.

(2x5=10)

22' Devetop an algorithm and corresponding c code for mairix multiplication.
23' Discuss the benefits and limitations of using flowcharts in program development.
24' Expt4in the concept of muftidilgl{onal arrays in c. provide an exampfe of atwo-dimensional array and its initialization. 
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